
BIM issue management software
Click, share, and start collaborating
for better buildings

Bridge the gap between BIM tools and let
your team work better. Together.

NEVER LET ANY ISSUE SLIP AWAY
Say farewell to spreadsheets, sticky notes and emailing
numerous separate (BCF) files to manage your issues.
BIMcollab centralizes all the issues of your project and
offers a clear overview, intuitive functionality and insightful
reporting features.

SIMPLIFY COMMUNICATION
Share issues with team members whether they are working
with the same or different BIM tools. Set deadlines to issues,
assign them to team members, who directly get an email
notification. Or choose to receive a daily or weekly activity
overview.

GET INFORMATION WHERE IT’S NEEDED THE MOST
Create, filter and lookup issues within your BIM model.
Synchronize them directly to BIMcollab and speed up the
process and improve the reliability of your issue 
management.



GET BIM ISSUES IN FRONT OF THE RIGHT

PEOPLE

Inform each team member with up-to-date

and relevant BIM issues directly within their

BIM model checker and BIM authoring tools.

Adding relevant information and context to

the issue is just as simple. And get all your

project issues resolved quickly.

Streamlines work and improves team productivity
Here’s how we’ll help your team collaborate better, enhance model quality, and save time. All with one platform.

Get started with BIMcollab for free!
Go to www.bimcollab.com/join, and never let any issue slip away.
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Connect BIMcollab with the tools you rely on

REDUCE BIM MEETINGS FROM HOURS TO

MINUTES

Avoid overlaps of issues and allocate them

more efficiently. Simply provide every

member of the meeting a clear overview of

all relevant issues to discuss.

STORE, MANAGE AND RESOLVE ISSUES

WITH LESS EFFORT

Bring all the issues of your project together

in just one clear overview. Have access to this

data anywhere and anytime from any device

like mobiles and tablets.

TRACK ISSUES AND REPORT YOUR

PROGRESS

Add markups to snapshots, notify team

members or set the desired approval

workflow. BIMcollab creates a full audit trail

about communication- and issue history,

usable in legal disputes. Several metrics and

graphs provide information about project

progress and team workload.

CONNECT YOUR BIM TOOLS TOGETHER

AND WORK BETTER AND FASTER

Bridge the gap between BIM model checkers

and BIM authoring tools to automatically

share issues and organize interactions

between team members. Use this process

to improve the reliability of your issues

management.

CREATE AN EFFICIENT AND SECURE

BIM WORKFLOW

Eliminate the need of spreadsheets or BCF.

zip files to manage issues. Informing BIM

modelers of new issues is done automatically

and it just takes one click to resolve and

report the resolution back to the team.

info@bimcollab.com

bimcollab.com
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